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NOTE: The technical information and suggestions for use and application presented herein represent the best information available to us and are 
believed to be reliable. If used beyond the situations detailed on this datasheet we advise confirming their suitability before installation.  
All dimensions are nominal.  
We reserve the right to make changes or to withdraw designs and products without notice. 

PVC COMPRESSION SEALS
PVC is the most frequently used glazing seal in Australia and New Zealand with a proven record of over 20 years.  
PVC has good weathering characteristics and withstands UV well.  It has been used successfully with most 
common building materials (except polycarbonate sheet).

ELHP has a black bulb with a clear PVC holder with 
double-sided tape on the back of the holder.

KSHP
KSHP has a black PVC bulb with an anodised or painted 
aluminium holder slotted for adjustable screw application. 
 An aluminium cover strip covers the screw heads.  
Adhesive tape backing available as alternative to screws.

hRHP & hSHP
Seals feature anodised or painted aluminium holder with 
a black PVC bulb.  We can supply with slotted holes for 
adjustable screw application, or with self-adhesive tape 
backing

SHP
Hollow bulb kerf PVC seal.  Requires a kerf/groove 6mm 
deep x 2.5mm wide.

FCDS Double Seal & FCTS Triple Seal
Ecconomical, easy to install seals with flexible fins and 
self-adhesive backing.  Ideal for reducing draft, noise, 
Dust, Fumes and Light, etc.

FP1212 & FP1515 Acoustic & Smoke Seals
FP1212 & FP1515 are batwing co-extruded acoustic, 
draught, dust, light, cold & medium smoke seals.  They 
have outstanding acoustic performance of proven smoke 
performance.  They are designed to reduce excessive 
opening and closing forces.
Easily and quickly fitted to door frame without removing 
the door leaf.
FP1212 Size 12mm x 12mm. Door clearance 2-3mm
FP1515 Size 15mm x 15mm. Door clearance 4-5mm
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